
Give wings to your communication

WEBSITE HENNY’S:
IOTTA & EVISTA AT THEIR BEST 



CHALLENGE: SOLUTION:
Create a website that follows our 
insane brand identity (happy, 
funny, a bit wacko), targeted to 
both B2C and B2B.

By following the same principles for 
the brand identity we developed a 
website that is recognizable, true to 
the concept of our brand and pleasing 
to the users. The balance between 
B2B & B2C can and will evolve in 
time.

Give wings to your communication



THE RESULT:

Henny’s is a chicken snackbrand, that provides a quality 
product but also a great concept with “lovebrand” 
potential. We didn’t want to loose this in the website that 
is targeted towards consumers (who want to know more 
about our products) and also towards B2B (snackbars 
etc.).  
 
Result is a pleasing website, great visualization and 
structured so the B2C can also find the info they need.

Give wings to your communication

WWW.HENNYS.WORLD
*CLICK IT*



Give wings to your communication

WEBSITE HENNY’S



WEBSITE HENNY’S STRUCTURE
Give wings to your communication

PRODUCTS

PRODUCTEN

PRODUCT
DETAIL
PAGES

ABOUT HENNY’S FIND US FAQ HENNY’S 
FRITUURHOME PAGE

OUR PROMISE SECRET SPICE QUALITY

HOME PAGE

PRODUCTS

FIND US

FAQ

ABOUT HENNY’S

HENNY’S 
FRITURIST

PRODUCTS
OVERVIEW
SPECIFIC

(Request quote)

PRODUCTS

CAROUSEL 
HEADER
(timed + buttons)

CAROUSEL 
PRODUCTS

STYLE 1 BLOCK:
IMAGE IN CIRCLE
TEXT
BUTTON

In the CMS we must be able te choose the background colour we want.

In the CMS we must be able te choose the background colour we want.

STYLE 6 BLOCK:
TITLE
IMAGE

INTRO STYLE BLOCK:
TITLE
TEXT

INTRO STYLE BLOCK:
TITLE
TEXT

INTRO STYLE BLOCK:
TITLE
TEXT

SEARCH +SORT BY

MULTIPLE IMAGES (SELECTABLE BY RADIOBUTTONS) LEFT

TITLE
TEXT

SMALL IMAGE + 2 TABLES: GEWICHT / ARTIKELNR.
+ amount and request quote button

TITLE

TITLE
TEXT

FORM

INTRO 2 STYLE BLOCK:
TITLE
TEXT

Dropdown items/questions Can contain:
Text
Images
Video

MAP STYLE BLOCK:
MAP + CLICKABLE PINS
+
SEARCH BY POSTCODE (Give the nearest, when no item is found)

STYLE 9 BLOCK:
IMAGE
TITLE
TEXT

STYLE 10 BLOCK:
TITLE
TEXT

BIG NUMBERS+TEXT

STYLE 11 BLOCK:
TITLE
TEXT

IMAGES/ICONS+TEXT

STYLE 12 BLOCK:
TITLE
TEXT

DESCRIPTION

NUTRITIONAL VALUES

ALLGERIES

ALTERNATIVE
(Need to be able to 
adapt in the CMS)

ALTERNATIVE
(Need to be able to 
adapt in the CMS)

When selecting a region (first dropdown) ->

Each region is linked to a representative.
The image on the left + contact info is automatically shown.
+
The contact form will be sent to this persons

-> We need to be able to add people to each region (can be the same 
person for multiple regions).

We will have 10 regions in the beginning and 2 representatives. 
(But this will change in the future, so must be adaptable)

-> In the design we have 1 link on the right-side:

- Productinfo

Product info should link to the DETAIL PRODUCT PAGE (see 
prototype).

+ IN TEXT WE NEED TO BE ABLE TO APPLY BULLETS:

• ITEM 1
• ITEM 2
• ITEM 3
• …

INGREDIËNTS

LEFT MENU (fixed scroll -> stays above the footer, is a glitch in the prototype):

-> back to products page

-> description (omschrijving) scroll to link
-> nutritional values (voedingswaarden) scroll to link
-> allergies (allergenen) scroll to link
-> ingrediënts (ingrediënten) scroll to link

-> PRODUCT IMAGE (in circle)

-> become a friturist (word een friturist) link to the page “Henny’s Frituur”

STYLE 7 BLOCK:
IMAGE IN CIRCLE
TEXT
BUTTON

STYLE  8 BLOCK:
IMAGE

(To fill up the 
blocks -> see 
design)

TITLE
TEXT
BUTTON

TEXT CAROUSEL BUTTONS

IMAGE
(transparant)

STYLE 2 BLOCK (social):
BIG TEXT
IMAGE (transparant)

STYLE 3 BLOCK:
IMAGE
TITLE
TEXT
BUTTON

STYLE 5 BLOCK:
IMAGE In the CMS we must be able to choose if the image spans over full width, 2 blocks or just 1. (To fill out possible empty blocks).  - Ofcourse responsive

STYLE 4 BLOCK:
VIDEO
(image+play button -> plays in a Lightbox)

LANGUAGE
SELECTOR

MENU

STAND ALONE LANDINGSPAGES

HOMEPAGE - SPECIFIC STYLE PAGE

PRODUCTS - SPECIFIC STYLE PAGE

FIND US - SPECIFIC STYLE PAGE

FAQ - SPECIFIC STYLE PAGE

ABOUT HENNY’S - LANDINGSPAGE STYLE

HENNY’S FRITURIST - LANDINGSPAGE STYLE

HENNY’S FRITURIST - PRODUCT OVERVIEW SPECIFIC - SPECIFIC STYLE PAGE

HENNY’S FRITURIST - PROMOMATERIAL - SPECIFIC STYLE PAGE

HENNY’S FRITURIST - IMAGECENTER - SPECIFIC STYLE PAGE

SOCIAL PAGES FEED / WIDGET Cookie pop-up

HENNY’S FRITURIST - STARTERBOX - LANDINGSPAGE STYLE

PRODUCT DETAIL - SPECIFIC STYLE PAGE

CONSISTING OF:

CONSISTING OF:

CONSISTING OF:

CONSISTING OF:

CONSISTING OF:

CONSISTING OF:

CONSISTING OF:

CONSISTING OF:

HENNYS.WORLD

STYLES

SOCIAL
1

SOCIAL
2

SOCIAL
3

Instagram

NL FR

Facebook TikTok

PRODUCTS
OVERVIEW
SPECIFIC

(Request quote)

LANDINGSPAGE
“STARTERSBOX”

PROMOMATERIAL
(Request quote)

IMAGE CENTER
(download)

“WHOLESALERS”

(No dropdown in menu, but needs to follow the 
flow in the url - > producten/chickn-Dots

Link / button on the page: “About Henny’s” Link / button on the page: “About Henny’s” Link / button on the page: “HOMEPAGE”

(No dropdown in menu, but needs to 
follow the flow in the url) - > 
hennys-frituur/assortiment
hennys-frituur/startersbox

hennys-frituur/promomateriaal
hennys-frituur/beeldmateriaal

LANDINGSPAGES STANDALONE
-> Hennys.world/our-promise
-> Hennys.world/secret-spice
-> Hennys.world/quality
…

LANDINGSPAGE STYLE:

We need to be able to add landingspages which we can build up by “standard” type of blocks.
We bundeled all the pages the consists of these blocks and who don’t have anything specific on these pages.

LANDINGSPAGE STYLE:

We need to be able to add landingspages which we can build up by “standard” type of blocks.
We bundeled all the pages the consists of these blocks and who don’t have anything specific on these pages.

TITLE
TEXT
BUTTON

TITLE
TEXT
BUTTON

IMAGE 
(transparant)

BUTTON 
(centered)

IMAGE RIGHT 
(the arrow)

TITLE
TEXT
BUTTON

TITLE
TEXT
BUTTON

+ IMAGE/VIDEO RIGHT

+ IMAGE/VIDEO RIGHT

+ IMAGE RIGHT

+ IMAGE/VIDEO LEFT

+ IMAGE/VIDEO LEFT

LINK BLOCKS:
IMAGE IN CIRCLE
TITLE
BUTTON

LINK BLOCKS:
IMAGE IN CIRCLE
TITLE
BUTTON

CTA BLOCK:
IMAGE (LEFT OR RIGHT)
TITLE
TEXT
BUTTON

CTA BLOCK:
IMAGE (LEFT OR RIGHT)
TITLE
TEXT
BUTTON

STYLE 1 BLOCK:
IMAGE IN CIRCLE
TEXT
BUTTON

STYLE 2 BLOCK (social):
BIG TEXT
IMAGE (transparant)

Full page image

Same layout as “ PRODUCTS OVERVIEW SPECIFIC” 

Except you can choose size, colour (or other we can set in the CMS)

(See the Social blocks on the Homepage) Like you provided for the Makita Mt website: http://makitamt.iotta.com/, we also must need a Cookie-popup

(Not in the design file)

INTRO STYLE BLOCK:
TITLE
TEXT

LIST OF 3 ROWS

With image + download button
(Can be image / pdf / video)

LANDINGSPAGE STYLE:

We need to be able to add landingspages which we can build up by “standard” type of blocks.
We bundeled all the pages the consists of these blocks and who don’t have anything specific on these pages.

STYLE 2 BLOCK (social):
BIG TEXT
IMAGE (transparant)

-> We want to embed our instagram account and/or  a specific #Hashtag

When using Wordpress as a cis, this can be done by a plugin for example:


https://quadlayers.com/instagram-feed/
https://quadlayers.com/portfolio/tiktok-feed/

(This can be another plugin, but we like that we can change the style a bit)


Same for Spotify we want to embed a playlist. (By embedding an iframe or through a Wordpress 
widget.

Give wings �o yo�� �o		�ni���ion

“GENERIC  
LANDINGSPAGE”

See the design: https://xd.adobe.com/view/216ff0dd-df1a-4f6d-7574-da786598208b-575e/

-> We need to be able to add generic landingspages underneath each “MAIN PAGE”


-> for example hennys.world/about-us/generic-landingspage

In the CMS we must be able te choose the background colour we want.

In the CMS we must be able te choose the background colour we want.

OVER HENNY’SOVER HENNY’S VIND ONS

In the prototype: CHICK’n DOTS

ONZE BELOFTE STRAF SPUL BIJT IN KWALITEIT

OVERZICHT ASSORTIMENT

BESTEL PROMOMATERIAAL

DOWNLOAD BEELDMATERIAAL

= a landingspage (not in prototype), where we will go more indept about what’s in the promo package
Which follows the same concept of “OVER HENNY’S”, so the possibility to add text, images (and video), blocks…

= a landingspage (not in prototype), here we will talk about which wholesalers the clients works with.
Which follows the same concept of “OVER HENNY’S”, so the possibility to add text, images (and video), blocks…

= a landingspage (not in prototype), Here we will talk a bit about 
our specific spice we use.
Which follows the same concept of “OVER HENNY’S”, so the 
possibility to add text, images (and video), blocks…

= a landingspage (not in prototype), where we can talk a bit about 
the quality of the meat/product.
Which follows the same concept of “OVER HENNY’S”, so the 
possibility to add text, images (and video), blocks…

PRODUCTEN

In the prototype: CHICK’n DOTS

OVER HENNY’S

VIND ONS

OVERZICHT ASSORTIMENT

BESTEL PROMOMATERIAAL

DOWNLOAD BEELDMATERIAAL

We did extensive research in the structure of the website, making a roadmap to guide the 
proces. When designing the pages this gives us a good insight of what’s to come.

EXTENSIVE RESEARCH IN STRUCTURE


